
Paradox is an authentic invitation to lean in and hear the sprawling ballad
of freedom that rings out from the tension of seemingly contradictory
truth. It is a loving dare to trust Jesus, whose very nature is a paradox, as
he leads us on the adventure of faith, beyond our feeble attempts to
rationalize or comprehend his love. Read it and let your spirit hum with
the music of mercy.

—Lee AndeRson, lead singer and songwriter of the band Look Homeward

In our broken world, it’s easy to mistake our questions and struggles as
deal-breakers to the gospel’s foundational truths. Paradox encourages
me to lean into these questions and struggles and creates a safe refuge
to actively explore challenges I had previously passively sidestepped. I’d
recommend this book to anyone looking to lean into hard questions.
You’ll find the light of the gospel shining from a fresh perspective.

—AbbY boucHon, education outreach specialist at Google

eloquently written and full of truth, this book is a fount of knowledge and
wisdom for people of all backgrounds, including those who do not consider
themselves christians. Rich, thoughtful, insightful, and provocative, LeRoy
and summers have written a gem that explains how things that are
ostensibly paradoxical, such as belief and reason, are instead connected
in a powerful way. I highly recommend it.

—cHRIstopHeR J. cLARk, assistant professor at unc-chapel Hill in 
the department of political science and speaker for the Veritas Forum

It is one thing to have something to say and quite another to know how
to say it. For many writers, it’s a paradox—substance or style—and most
have to choose. but LeRoy and summers have both in this book, which
is an overflow of their walks with God. comparing things like grace and
truth, they help us to see not only the importance of each but something
more, like holiness, in the blending of them. Paradox is fresh in thought,
deep in scripture, and rooted in the holiness tradition. I thank God for
these guys. they’re part of the next generation of holiness writers.

—steVe deneFF, senior pastor of college Wesleyan church, 
coauthor of SoulShift (WpH), and author of FaultLines (WpH)



this book tackles questions the everyday believer is too afraid to ask and
pastors are too afraid to answer. If you’re an intellectual struggling to
make sense of the bible’s dichotomies, this is the book for you. It is 
written with a humility that normalizes doubt yet inspires the reader to
press on in the pursuit of truth. Paradox is a must-read for all believers so
they are exposed to difficult faith questions and inspired to continue asking
questions and seeking answers about their belief in Jesus christ.

—tAYLoR dIetmeIeR, director of uhuru Girls secondary school in kenya

In a culture that tries to avoid tension, this book does not. scripture is
full of tensions, yet matt and Jeremy boldly take the tensions as faith
enrichers. no avoidance here. no apologies. the brevity also makes for
depth and every word a journey to embrace the tensions and discover
the mystery of faith.

—Jo Anne LYon, general superintendent of the Wesleyan church

the best leaders create simplicity in the midst of complexity. In Paradox
matt and Jeremy successfully lead us across the tightrope of tensions in
our faith. We are gifted with this book in a time when christians are often
encouraged to reject tension and stay off the rope. Allow Paradox to 
reintroduce you to the wonder of the walk.

—HeAtHeR sempLe, lead pastor of Red cedar church

When it comes to the tensions we find in our faith, we want clear-cut
answers. It’s easier that way. It’s safer. but this book is for the brave chris-
tians and honest skeptics. For the ones who refuse to shut out or explain
away the difficult questions and instead dare to wrestle with them.

—AdAm WebeR, founding pastor of embrace church and author of Talking with God

With artistry LeRoy and summers creatively call us away from the tidy,
domesticated either/or approach to scripture and life. Instead, we 
are compelled to embrace the complexity and vibrancy of both/and 
that we might hear the call to enter the dance of God. I found myself 
contemplating and underlining numerous truths rich with wisdom that
I look forward to passing on to others.

—JR WoodWARd, director of V3 church planting movement and 
author of The Church as a Movement and Creating a Missional Culture
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many elements of our faith are in tension with each other. We

often see them as opposites, diametrically opposed to one another,

but they are not. Yes, tension exists between them, but not the

kind of tension that pushes them apart. Instead, like the dynamic

tension within an atom or a spring, this tension holds them

together and makes them function.

our friend Jason helped us see this using the strings on his

guitar as an illustration. He reminded us that the tension in the

strings is exactly what makes the sound possible. You could

remove that tension, but you lose the song in the process. 

the same is true with our understanding of God. over the 

centuries, people have tried to remove the essential tensions within

God’s character by declaring, for example, that Jesus was either

fully human or fully divine but not both; or that God is either all-

powerful or all good but not both. but, as with the guitar strings,
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when we remove the tension from our understanding of God,

we lose the beauty as well as the truth. some aspects of God’s

character can only be understood in the tension between two

seemingly opposite concepts. that’s where the music comes from.

therefore it is crucial to learn the discipline of embracing tension,

for this beautiful complexity creates the music and mystery of our

faith. 
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Imagine for a moment that you are forced to stand in front of a

roomful of people—at work, at school, at church, or at a family

gathering—and you have no idea why. Are you receiving an award?

A promotion? A public thank you? A leader whom you respect

starts to speak, and the purpose of the gathering becomes clear.

the leader begins to reveal, before a crowd of shocked onlookers,

your deepest, darkest secret, the one thing you have labored to

keep from seeing the light. You have managed to skillfully redirect

any conversation away from it, but now it is laid out in the open

for all to see. there is nowhere to hide, no way to recover. You are

exposed.

In John 8, we meet a woman caught in a storm of shame and

guilt. she was exposed. Her secret was revealed, and the revelation

not only cost her dignity but also threatened her life.

1
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At dawn he appeared again in the temple courts, where

all the people gathered around him, and he sat down to

teach them. the teachers of the law and the pharisees

brought in a woman caught in adultery. they made her

stand before the group and said to Jesus, “teacher, this

woman was caught in the act of adultery. In the Law moses

commanded us to stone such women. now what do you

say?” they were using this question as a trap, in order to

have a basis for accusing him. but Jesus bent down and

started to write on the ground with his finger. When they

kept on questioning him, he straightened up and said to

them, “Let any one of you who is without sin be the first to

throw a stone at her.” Again he stooped down and wrote

on the ground. At this, those who heard began to go away

one at a time, the older ones first, until only Jesus was left,

with the woman still standing there. Jesus straightened up

and asked her, “Woman, where are they? Has no one con-

demned you?” “no one, sir,” she said. “then neither do I

condemn you,” Jesus declared. “Go now and leave your life

of sin.” (John 8:2–11)

the teachers of the law and the pharisees tried to trap Jesus with

an embarrassing dilemma. It is a familiar setup that we’ve seen

many times before. on one occasion the religious experts came

to Jesus and tested him with a tax question. they asked whether

it was lawful for Jewish people to pay taxes to caesar’s Roman

empire. seeing through their motives, Jesus easily evaded the
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trap by asking for a coin. “Whose face is this,” he asked, “and whose

inscription?” “caesar’s,” they answered. “then give back to caesar

what is caesar’s,” Jesus said, “and to God what is God’s” (see Luke

20:20–25). caesar’s image is stamped on the coin, so give it to him.

but God’s image is stamped on you, so give yourself fully to God.

At another time, the pharisees came with a technical, theolog-

ically loaded question about the law: Which is the greatest com-

mandment? Far from seeking Jesus’ wisdom on the issue, they

hoped to trap him in his own words. If he emphasized one com-

mandment, they could accuse him of neglecting the others.

Again we see Jesus’ genius on display. His brilliant answer some-

how tied together the entire sweep of scripture: “Love the Lord

your God with all you are and all you have. And love others in this

same reckless and ridiculous way. All of the Law and the prophets

hang on these two ideas” (see matt. 22:37–40).

but wait, is that cheating? they asked for one command, and

Jesus gave them two. by doing so, Jesus showed that these com-

mands are like two sides of a coin. You can’t separate them or

choose between the two. this is like breathing for a christian.

Which is more important, breathing in or breathing out? If you

aren’t doing both, you will soon do neither.

now they came again, these same religious leaders, plotting

to trap Jesus with a difficult question and thereby undercut his

authority in the eyes of the people. only this time they didn’t use

a coin or commandment as bait. they used a human life. trading

in the social currency of family and personal honor, so highly

valued in ancient middle eastern culture, the religious experts
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paraded this woman in the public temple courts where there was

no escape from her gut-wrenching guilt. she was exposed, her

dark secret dragged into the light of day. 

they dropped her at his feet, pitting his compassion for sinners

against his love for justice. so which will it be, Jesus, grace or truth?

Will you choose grace and continue to win the hearts of the people

with your compelling vision of the kingdom of God? or will you

choose truth and stand with the time-honored tradition of moses’

law, the very sign of God’s covenant with Israel? Grace or truth?

the trap was set.

MOSES AND JESUS

As the religious leaders drew the battle line between moses and

Jesus, it was clear which side they stood on. they were passionate

about observing and protecting the sacred law of moses. until

we take a closer look.

did you notice that someone is missing from this story? Yes, the

law of moses instructs that this woman, guilty of adultery, should

be stoned. but that is only half of the command because she was

only one of the guilty parties. Which begs the question, where was

the man? the woman was caught in the act of adultery, so her

partner must have been also. Why didn’t they drag him into the

public square as well? At best, it appears that these teachers of the

law were demanding that Jesus give an exact answer about the

law while they carefully edited the facts of the case.
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At worst, it could be that the man was part of the plot. We can’t

know, of course, but at the very least he seems to have been used

to set up this entire scenario. In their animosity toward Jesus, did

the pharisees induce a man to seduce this woman? If that was the

case, they had lured two people into sin in order to defame a third.

either way, they were twisting the law in an attempt to prove

that Jesus didn’t respect the law. the most revered religious 

leaders of the community were willing to steal the dignity and

trade the life of a daughter of Israel in order to deal a blow to

Jesus’ reputation. the hypocrisy of this moment is breathtaking. 

notice, too, that this trap not only pitted Jesus against moses

but also maneuvered him into a stance against Rome. Israel was

no longer a sovereign kingdom. they lived under the Roman

empire’s oppressive rule; Rome had removed their right to conduct

executions. Rome was more than happy to execute lawbreakers,

and they had honed this skill to perfection—which is why Jesus

was crucified according to Roman law, not stoned as Jewish law

dictates. In order to put him to death for blasphemy against 

Yahweh, the religious establishment argued that his claim to be

king was a threat to Rome.

so back to our story, if Jesus allowed this woman to be stoned,

he risked the retribution of the Roman governor against his peo-

ple. many lives were at stake in this test case. Jesus was cornered,

trapped between grace or truth, hemmed in by moses and Rome.

What would he do? 

Without a word, he bent down and wrote in the dirt with his

finger. sensing they had him on the defensive, the religious leaders
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pressed the attack, demanding an answer to decide the fate of

the woman. but Jesus, still silent, continued to write. 

What was he writing? no one knew, and it doesn’t matter. As

the ancient fathers of the church pointed out, the meaning is not

in the words written but in the one writing. the teachers of the

law questioned his commitment to the law, but they didn’t realize

that he was the one who wrote the law. the finger that drew in the

dust was the very finger that etched the law into stone in blaze

and glory. And we shudder to realize that it’s entirely possible to

accumulate a lifetime of nuanced knowledge about the Word yet

fail to know the Word himself. 

IF ANY ONE OF YOU IS WITHOUT SIN

Finally, Jesus stood up and gave an answer. “Let any one of

you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her” (John

8:7).

don’t rush past that. breathe it in. don’t allow yourself to

become so familiar with these famous words that the wonder of

them escapes you.

In this brilliant moment, Jesus spoke both grace and truth. He

upheld the law of moses and extended the Father’s heart of com-

passion. He didn’t take a watered-down middle way. He didn’t

straddle the line to avoid controversy. Instead, Jesus lifted his

vision above the false dichotomy of compassion and justice and

saw the full picture in a way that no one else can, not without his
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revelation. He embraced the tension, and held seeming opposites

in perfect harmony.

Jesus bent down and began writing in the sand again. In the

silence, clarity sets in. now we see that this story is about not

only the power of grace but also the ugliness of sin. the religious

leaders—their sins were exposed as well, their hearts as hard as

the stones in their hands. With quiet yet irresistibly powerful

insight, Jesus revealed that everyone present was plagued by sin,

and he alone was immune.

beginning with the oldest, and presumably the wisest, the

accusers walked away one by one. the woman heard the sound

of stones hitting the ground. one damning accusation after

another falling flat, empty of the power to condemn. the sound

of those stones hitting the ground were like drumbeats in the

anthem of grace.

this is the strength of grace: not that Jesus overlooks sin but

that he looks it in the eye, calls it what it is, and overthrows it.

Jesus does not condone sin. He risks something far more coura-

geous. He forgives it. He alone had the power to condemn this

woman. He alone had the right to cast a stone. And Jesus does

judge sin. He took the judgment upon himself on the cross, where

mercy and justice, grace and truth collide. And so he declared his

judgment to this woman: “neither do I condemn you” (John 8:11).

He makes the same declaration to you and me. 
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GO NOW AND LEAVE YOUR LIFE OF SIN

the same grace that extends forgiveness empowers freedom.

Grace produces holiness of heart and life. Grace initiates salvation

and continues its work by enabling obedience and surrender and

transformation.

Jesus doesn’t just send a message of pardon into our dungeons

of guilt. He fights his way to us, throws open the prison doors, and

breaks every chain that holds us captive. With the battle wounds

still fresh on his hands and head, he leads us into the life of free-

dom he has won for us.

people often say that there is a time for showing grace and a

time for speaking truth, as if it were possible to dissect and dis-

connect the attributes of the sovereign God. We are quick to 

fragment God’s character, while in Jesus we find it held firmly

together. We do not choose between grace and truth, and we do

not need to. John said Jesus came to us full of grace and truth. He

embodies both. the tension between these two virtues doesn’t

pull them apart; it binds them together.

Grace is truth. And truth is grace. 

Grace is truth because there is nothing truer in this world than

God’s extravagant love and our desperate need for it. And truth is

grace because it is a gift from God, showing our desperate need

for him and the way to be reconciled.

As we awaken to truth, we gain a decidedly optimistic view of

what grace can accomplish. Jesus does more than forgive our

past; he redeems our present and reclaims our future. He changes
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the trajectory of our lives and commands we live in response to

that redemption. our lives become evidence of the power of

grace. “neither do I condemn you” comes before and paves the

way for “go and leave your life of sin.” It is never the other way

around.

many of us hold on to rocks, not that we aim at others, but that

are evidence of our own guilt. We refuse to let go of the shame

we have been dragging around for years. Jesus gives us the free-

dom to drop the stones. Let go and experience the transformative

power of both grace and truth, embodied in our savior, Jesus. 
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In Awakening Grace, authors Matt LeRoy and Jeremy Summers invite
you to learn nine spiritual practices—such as covenant friendship, worship,
and generosity—that will awaken God’s grace in your soul. Awakening
Grace offers Christian disciples a fresh, creative approach to ancient and
innovative spiritual practices. Place yourself in God’s hands, and he will
form your life into Christ’s image.

A group resource kit is also available!

Awakening Grace: Spiritual Practices to Transform Your Soul
978-0-89827-431-8

978-0-89827-714-2 (e-book)

Additional FREE resources are available at shepherdingresources.com.

1 .800.493.7539 wphstore.com

Let God’s grace awaken your soul!
“A fresh expression of ancient and innovative spiritual 
practices . . . a guided journey that will awaken the eyes 
of the soul to see God’s transformative grace.”

—Mark Batterson, 
pastor and author of New York Times 

best seller, The Circle Maker

http://shepherdingresources.com
http://wphstore.com


In The Way Forward, Matt LeRoy and Jeremy Summers have compiled thoughts
from a humble monk, a former slave turned founding bishop, a politician, a poet,
abolitionists, activists, preachers, professors, reformers, and revolutionaries.
Through these set-apart voices, we witness the journey of the holiness message
through the ages and it’s timeless promise of God’s far-reaching grace and
transforming love. These voices challenge us to embrace humility, submitting
ourselves to the unrivaled reign of God.

The Way Forward: Discovering the Classic Message of Holiness
978-0-89827-356-4

978-0-89827-776-0 (e-book)

1 .800.493.7539 wphstore.com

Discover the holiness message
through the ages.

“This book truly mines the past for resources and examples to
guide us as we move forward in Christ’s ongoing mission.”

—Brian McLaren, 
speaker, activist, public theologian, and author 
of A New Kind of Christianity and Finding Faith

http://wphstore.com
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